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Chapter 489 

 “Quickly, close the door!” 

The underlings outside immediately moved to shut the door. 

Canary’s face once again broke into a smile, and he leaned in to kiss 

Yasmin once more. 

“Wait…” 

Yasmin blocked Canary’s mouth again. 

Canary grew somewhat impatient, saying, “What now? My patience 

has its limits…” 

Yasmin said softly, “This place… isn’t very convenient… Let’s… Let’s 

go somewhere else.” 

“What a waste of time!” 

With a rip, Canary tore Yasmin’s shirt apart. 

The sight of her fair skin made Canary’s mouth go dry. 

“So supple…” 

Laughing, Canary was about to remove Yasmin’s last piece of 

intimate clothing. 

Desperate, Yasmin took advantage of Canary’s unguarded moment 

and kneed him sharply in the groin. 
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Feeling the wind whistle past her ears and the sensation of 

weightlessness, Yasmin’s face was ashen. 

She started to wonder how long she would have to lie in the hos 

after this. 

Yasmin fell straight from a height of 20 meters. 

She braced for the severe pain of impact… but it never happened. 

It felt like she had fallen into someone’s arms. 



Could it be Nash? 

She abruptly opened her eyes, and the face that greeted her bore a sleazy smile. 

“Finn… didn’t you guys leave?” 

The company had been very busy, and earlier in the morning, Melody 

and Finn, along with Heidi and her own brother, had come over to help 

out. 

Just half an hour after they left, this group of people arrived. 

Finn’s eyes were fixed intently on the delicate and fragrant body in his 

arms. He was constantly swallowing his saliva. 

She was so beautiful! 

The feeling on his hands was incredibly soft and tender. 

Yasmin’s face turned a slight shade of red. Her hands covering her 

chest, she looked down and said, “Finn… could you… put me down, 

please?” 

 


